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Dear Parents and Carers 

Our first full week has been fantastic. All our pupils have adapted quickly to 

new systems we have put in place now we have opened the second floor and 

the new pavilion, and have increased out school numbers to 650. Well done to 

everyone. It is encouraging to hear such positive comments from parents 

before and after school when I am on duty at the front of school.  

Extra curricular clubs have started and if you download our School Gateway 

app, you can see when your child is staying behind after school for a club, and 

which one it is as well as lots of other useful information about your child 

relating to school. We expect all our pupils to join a club to support their 

learning, as well as attend the library for personal study or a quiet read at 

some stage in the week. 

We have also celebrated our first Stars of the Week in each subject, and top 

five pupils who gained the most number of Behaviour for Learning grades 1 in 

their year group last week. Read the back page to find out if your child is one 

of these winners! 

If you think your child is eligible for Free Schools please contact the 

Manchester City Council. This would mean your child could be entitled to a 

free lunch, and the school will receive extra Pupil Premium funding to support 

your child’s education. 

Enjoy reading our newsletter this week.  

Yours sincerely 

 
Headteacher 
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Year 7 News  
 

It has been fantastic to see so many year 7s receiving Behaviour for Learning grade 1s. I am very 
proud of you all. You are demonstrating excellence in all that you do daily; keep up the good 
work. It is also pleasing to see so many Year 7 pupils using the library for homework at lunch 
time. I am situated in the library every lunch from 12:55pm so if you need some help or need a 
quiet space to work, please come down.  

 

 

 

 

Theme of the Week 

 

The theme of the week for this week is 
standards and personal responsibility. 
Pupils have been reflecting upon the 
importance of displaying the right attitude 
at all times. The school vision is built upon 
5 core values, and over the next year 
pupils will have the opportunity to take 
part in activities and challenges to help 
them develop these aspects of their 
character. 
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Year 8 News 
 

Year 8 have had a fantastic start to the term and have settled back into life at DTA quickly after their 
restful summer. We have had pupils taking part in a wide range of extra-curricular clubs this week 
including Netball, Football, basketball, Rugby, Art club and code breaking club. I have had the 
pleasure of presenting our first round of stars of the week and top performing BFL pupils. Two pupils 
in particular R. Cumberbatch and J.Tait receiving certificates in both categories! Well done for a great 
first full week back Year 8! 

Year 9 News  

 

This week, all pupils will be informed of the numerous leadership opportunities available at Dean Trust 

Ardwick. As a school we believe all pupils have the potential to lead and so the opportunities will be 

broad and varied. At the heart of pupil leadership will be the school council, where pupils have the 

chance to shape the direction of the school through pupil voice. In addition to the school council there 

will be a year council, subject ambassadors, sports leaders and anti-bullying leaders. 
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English 

“Double, double toil and” – more toil! 

 

Year 9s study of Macbeth is now thoroughly underway as they have 
been delving into the context of the play and learning all about King 
James I’s obsession and fear of witchcraft and the supernatural. They 
have been translating and connecting quotations from his 16th Century 
study of witchcraft called Daemonologie and already coming up with 
some creative interpretations of how Shakespeare’s play is written to 
reflect James’ beliefs.  

 

All our English classrooms now have a “Consolidate and Challenge” wall 
on which are booklets of work, for each year group, containing further 
study aids, questions and tasks to support progress and understanding. Many of our pupils, especially Year 9, 
have been taking these booklets home to get a head start with their learning. Let’s keep up the learning 
momentum! 

Mathematics 

 

The mathematics faculty has been really impressed with the dedication all of our pupils have shown to 
maths so far in this new school year! There has been so much good work and the presentation in their 
books has been spectacular. A lot of our pupils have been discovering how different cultures multiply 
numbers. As well as the traditional column method we also have the Chinese method, as shown in 
Lauren-Lee’s maths book, the grid method and the Japanese method which involves drawing rods.  Your 
class teachers are always really interested in finding different methods of multiplying. Anyone who 
comes to Miss Reynolds in G05 and shows her a method that hasn’t been mentioned here will get a 
merit. 
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MFL 

It has been a fantastic start to the year in MFL as we introduce French and/or Spanish to Year 7, Hogwarts 
to Year 8 and the life of a sports star to Year 9! Already we have had so many nominations for Star of the 
Week and these three in particular have impressed the most: 

 

Y7  Hassan Eljenaid 7D Palace: Outstanding contribution to lessons with positive enthusiasm for Spanish.  

             

Y8  James Mbongo 8T Gaskell: Excellent effort and contribution in lessons, already displaying an 
outstanding level of knowledge and support for his peers. 

 

Year 9 French – Kelese Shaw 9D Piccadilly: Outstanding effort and excellent enthusiasm in our first few 
lessons. 

 

As well as our excellent start in lessons, we have also begun our 
extra-curricular clubs for MFL. Tuesday lunchtimes see the return of 
the ever-popular ‘Linguascope Club’ which is open to all year groups. 
This club is a great way for pupils to practise vocabulary they have 
learned in lesson or even learn new words. If you want to come, don’t 
forget to ask your MFL teacher for a “Linguascope Pass”!!! 

 

 

As well as ‘Linguascope Club’, this week saw the return of Mrs Connaughton’s MFL 
Club on Wednesday, after school. This week’s film was El Sueño de Ivan “Ivan’s 
Dream”. Pupils watched this film in Spanish (With English subtitles for support). 
Watching foreign films are the perfect way to learn a new language so make sure you 
do not miss the second half of the film next week! 

Science 

 

The Year 7’s have been enjoying lots of practicals at the start of 
the year. They have all been trained to work safely in the labora-
tory environment. As part of their cells module they have ob-
served a dissection of the heart and thoroughly enjoyed being 
able to explore the blood vessels. 
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Humanities 

 

This week in the Humanities Kingdom, all three year groups have been getting 
stuck in to their new topics! Year 9 have started working towards their GCSE’s 
by beginning their study of ‘Britain: Health and the People’. All pupils have 
shown a keen interest and enthusiasm in this topic and we are now experts in 
different types of bodily fluids and biles!  

Year 8 are looking forward to gaining an in depth understanding of the 
Rainforest over the forthcoming term, there are some difficult key concepts to 

learn but they have shown great determination already to get to grips with 
them.  

Year 7 pupils are well on their way to securing the vital historical skills they 
need to succeed at History by looking at chronology and time periods, as 
well as beginning to look at sources! Keep an eye out for the extra-
curricular History club starting soon, you’ll need to bring your detective 
cap! 

Technology 

Food and Nutrition 

This week in Food & Nutrition, the Year 7 pupils have been developing their knowledge and understanding of the 
food room safety rules and equipment they will be using. All pupils are excited to start with their Fruit Salad 
practicals! The Year 8s have been learning about food provenance and organic farming and why customers may 
choose an organic diet over conventional foods. In Year 9 we have taken a closer look into different dietary 
needs and how it may affect their choices of food when preparing meals. Next week we will begin our practical 
lessons (w/c Monday 25th September) starting with bread dough for Year 8 and vegetable skewers for Year 9. If 
you want to continue to develop your food skills, come and  see Mrs Pendlebury to join Cooking Club. 

Art and Design 

Art Lessons: In Art this week we have kicked off the new year with an array of fabulous work. In Year 9 we have 
been exploring mechanical objects and how we can use images to create letters. Illes, Naila and Aneesha have 
created these exceptional examples. Year 8 have been working on title pages for their project on shoes and Year 
7 have just started to work on their mark making skills. 

Art Club:  We have been busy bees working to finish the final 2 murals of our collection of 5 focusing on our 
school values. Tulsi, Aysha and Naila have been particularly committed in giving up their own time after school to 
work on the murals. If you would like to join Art Club or Set Design, see Miss Aulich in room 101. 
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Physical Education 
 

Pupils have been demonstrating their sporting excellence all week in P.E. All pupils have been introduced 
their first sport, with year 7s developing their fundamental skills, year 8s looking how to technically progress 
and year 9’s focusing on their decision making and awareness during gameplay. 

Extra-curricular sport has been a massive success this week with all clubs generating large amounts of 
pupils! We encourage all pupil’s to join at least one club – they may find a new sport they really enjoy.  

Let’s keep the standards and enthusiasm high for next week. 

 

Year 7 Awards 

BfL Grade 1 Form of the Week 

 
Victoria—36 Grade 1s 

 

 

Form of the Week Attendance 

 
Turing– 100% 

BfL Grade 1 stars of the Week 

Mohammed Arfatt 

Madalynne Brogan 

Nabeed Chowdhury 

Caitlin Foy 

Noor Ullah 

Stars of the of the Week 
PE-Tyler Rothwell  

Science- Jarso Wariyo 

Spanish- Hassan Eljenaid 

Maths-Cedra Salah 

Humanities- Zanyar Saleh 

 Technology-Rezarion Mahabier-Fiddler   

Art- Xante Dunn   

PSHE- Ayah Saleh 

English- Dalya Mohammed 

Computer Science- Fatima Munawar 

PA- Lukhvindar Kau Pritam 
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Year 8 Awards 

BfL Grade 1 Form of the Week 

 
Deansgate—81 Grade 1s 

 

Form of the Week Attendance 

 
Turing & Rylands—100% 

BfL Grade 1 Stars of the Week 

 
 

Renico Cumberbatch 

Jay Tait 

Hammad Ansar 

Nela Gabrova 

Fatima Mahboob 

BfL Grade 1 Form of the Week 

 
Rylands - 188 Grade 1s 

 

 

BfL Grade 1 Stars of the Week 

 
San Faiq  

Gracie Henry  

Tallat Ghafoor  

James Hennessey  

Deborah Balogun  

 

Form of the Week Attendance 

 
Lowry—100% 

Year 9 Awards 

Whole School 

Attendance 
This week’s full school attendance is 

97.5% 

Stars of the of the Week 
English-Renico Cumberbatch 

Maths-Kamran Nadeem 

Science-Jaydon Murray 

MFL-James Mbongo 

Technology-Samuel Sideka 

RE- Zeeshan Hassain 

PE- Billie Gooch 

Art- Iddris Iddrisu 

Humanities-Jay Tait 

PA- Ebenezer Bioh 

Computer Science-Hannah McMillan 

Stars of the of the Week 
Performing Arts- Fathia Yinusa   

Computer Science- Quincy Hughes  

Maths- Jeilani Jeilani  

MFL– Kelese Shaw  

Science- Ataya Ricketts- 

Technology- Aysha Khalid  

Art-  Kashif Mehmood  

English- Gracie Henry  

PE- Nathaniel Gunter  

RE- Nathaniel Gunter 

Humanities- Rumman Choudhury 
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